CHAPTER TWO

KINETIC
MOLECULAR THEORY OF GASES
2-1 Introduction
The treatment of ideal and nonideal gases in Chapter 1 was carried out largely
from a phenomenological point of view. Behavior was described in terms of the
macroscopic variables Ρ, V, and T, although some molecular interpretation was
included in the discussion of the a and b parameters of the van der Waals equation
(Section 1-9) and in the Special Topics section. We take up here the detailed model
of a gas, that is, the kinetic molecular theory of gases. In this model, a gas is
considered to be made up of individual molecules, each having kinetic energy in
the form of a random motion. The pressure and the temperature of a gas are
treated as manifestations of this kinetic energy. In its simplest form, kinetic theory
assumes that the molecules experience no mutual attractions.
The elementary picture is the familiar one of a molecule having an average
velocity u and bouncing back and forth between opposite walls of a cubical
container. With each wall collision a change in momentum 2mu occurs, where m is
the mass of a molecule. If the side of the container is /, the frequency of such
2
collisions is w/2/, and the momentum
change per second imparted to the wall,
2
that2 3is, the force
on it, is mu /l. The pressure, or force per unit area, becomes
2 component
2
2 in some one
raw // or mu /\. The quantity u refers to2 the 2velocity
direction, and the total velocity squared, c , is c = u + v + w , where ν and vv
2
2 the average these components
are the components in the other two directions;
on
should be equal, and so we conclude that u = c /3, and obtain the final equation

2

Pv = \mc ,

(2-1)

where ν denotes the volume per molecule. Per mole, this becomes

2

PV = \Mc ,

(2-2)

where M is the molecular weight of the gas.
One now takes note that the simple picture corresponds, for real gases, to the
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limiting condition of zero pressure, for which the phenomenological law is the ideal
gas equation
PV = RT

(2-3)

and the relationship which is intuitively expected to exist between kinetic energy
and temperature is simply

2
RT = \Mc

= f(kinetic energy),

(2-4)

2
the molar kinetic energy being \Mc .

Alternatively, one writes

T
'
or

3

R

M

3kT
m

(2-5)

(2-6)

where k is the gas constant per molecule, called the Boltzmann constant, as noted
in Section 1-7.
This treatment is unsatisfactory at some points. Clearly, it is unrealistic to take
all molecules as having the same velocity. Even occasional intermolecular collisions
must eventually bring about a distribution of velocities, and since we are describing
2
a theory for time-invariant or equilibrium properties
of a gas, we should be dealing
2 really be some kind of
with velocity distributions. The quantity c must then
average quantity. The argument that one should use \c for the velocity component
squared in some one direction is plausible but is not a proof. The sections that
follow take up a more elaborate but more satisfying way of obtaining not only the
above results, but much additional information as well.
There remain a number of important properties of a gas which cannot be
explained unless a finite molecular size is specifically assumed. The model at this
point becomes one of molecules that act as hard spheres. By " h a r d " we mean that
they behave like spheres of definite radius r and that their collisions are elastic so
that kinetic energy as well as momentum is conserved. Beyond this lie more
advanced treatments which allow for the presence of attractive as well as of
repulsive forces between molecules. Some aspects of these will be taken up in the
Special Topics section.
The immediate task, however, is the treatment of velocity distributions. Here the
central assumption will be that of the Boltzmann principle. As was stated in Section
1-7, according to the Boltzmann principle the probability of a molecule having an
kT
energy e is given by
p(e) = (constant) e~^ .
(2-7)
This principle was adduced as a generalization of the barometric equation; it
can, however, be reached in other ways, one of which is given in the next section.

2 - 2 The Boltzmann Distribution Law
The Maxwell-Boltzmann principle (often referred to as the Boltzmann principle)
is so central to all of the statistical aspects of physical chemistry that it merits a

2-2 THE BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION LAW

TABLE 2 - 1 . a
Ways of Distributing
between States

€
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Molecules

6

Number in given state

System

1 = 1

*2 = 3

e = 5

1
2
3

5
6
7

5
3
1

0
1
2

3

a
Assuming ten molecules and total system
b of 20 units.
energy
Energy in arbitrary units.

more general derivation than that of Section 1-7. We want to consider a system
that is isolated, so that its total energy Ε is constant and the total number of
molecules iVis also constant. The molecules making up this system can have various
quantized energy states; let them be called e1, e 2, e 3, and so on.
There will be many ways in which the Ν molecules could be assigned specific
energies so as to give the same total energy E. For example, let Ε be 2 0 units of
energy and Ν be ten molecules, and suppose that there are three possible states
of one, three, and five units of energy. Possible distributions are given in Table 2-1.
In this case there are three different ways of satisfying the two requirements of
fixed Ν and fixed E.
The statistical weight that we want is obtained as follows. If we were just putting
Ν molecules in as many boxes, their permutations would be N\. However, we
consider only molecules in different energy states as distinguishable. That is, the
N-L molecules in the e1 box are taken to be indistinguishable, as are the N2 molecules
in the e 2 box, and so on. We must then divide out the permutations that should
not be present. Thus in the case of system 2, there are 6! ways of permuting the
molecules in the € Xbox, 3 ! ways for the e 2 box, and 1 ! or one way for the e 3 box.
The distinguishable permutations, which give the desired statistical weight, are
thus 10 !/(6 !)(3 !)(1!) = 840.
The general statements of the preceding conditions are then
Ν =YjNi

= constant,

Ε = £ Ni€i = constant,
W =

—

=

(2-8)
(2-9)
(2-10)

where N{ denotes the number of molecules in the ith state of energy e, and W is
the statistical weight or probability of the particular distribution. To repeat, the
denominator of Eq. (2-10) serves to take out those permutations that do not count
because of the indistinguishability of molecules in the same energy state.
One further point completes the basic picture. If Ν is a very large number, for
example, Avogadro's number, it turns out that W will peak very sharply at some
one distribution. That is, there will be some set of
, N2 , and so on values giving
the largest W, and relatively small departures from this proportion will cause W
to drop sharply. This largest W is called ^ m x a· Thus the set of requirements of
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Eqs. (2-8)-(2-10) acts to define a most probable distribution and one which is
assumed, in the case of a large number of molecules, to be the distribution.
The preceding conditions and assumptions are in fact sufficient to give the
immediate precursor to the Boltzmann distribution law, namely the conclusion that

β €

p(e) = (constant) β ' ,

(2-11)

where p(e) is the probability that the molecule has energy e. The constant β will
be identified with 1/kT in Section 2-6, when a consequence of Eq. (2-11) is com
pared with the ideal gas law.
First, we can obtain Eq. (2-11) as follows. Since we are considering a system at
equilibrium, the distribution will be one for which W is at a maximum—that is,
we expect the equilibrium distribution to be the one that is the most probable. We
now imagine that a small redistribution δ of molecules takes place, subject to the
restriction that neither Ν nor the total energy of the system changes,
Σ Mi

= 0

(2-12)

i
i

Since W is at a maximum, it also follows that δ W must be zero. It is convenient
at this point to take the logarithm of Eq. (2-10):
In W = In TV! - £ In

N\

t

i

and write as the condition
δ(1η W) = Q = Yd δ(1η Ν{\)

(2-14)

i

since δ(1η TV!) = 0. We are dealing with very large numbers and it is permissible to
replace factorials by Stirling's approximation,
In x\ = χ In χ — χ.

(2-15)

Equation (2-14) becomes
0 = χ Ô(7V, In Ni -

Ni)

i

= Σ[^~-

+

N<) Mi

-

Σ (In Nt) 8N{ = 0.

Mt],
(2-16)

i

Equations (2-12)—(2-14) impose three different conditions on the ôTV's and are to
be obeyed even though the system makes small, arbitrary fluctuations. A way of
handling such a situation is Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers [see,
for example, Blinder (1969)]. We add the three conditions, but in some ratio which
is to be determined; that is, we write
Χ ( a + jBe, + In Ni) m

= 0,

(2-17)

i

where Eqs. (2-12) and (2-13) have been multiplied by the undetermined coefficients
α and β, respectively.
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Lagrange's method is very useful for finding what is known as a conditional maximum (or
minimum), that is, for finding a maximum (or minimum) in a function subject to the constraint
that some other relationship also holds. In the present case, we seek a maximum in In W, but
subject to the constraints of Eqs. (2-8) and (2-9), that is, to the requirement that the total number
of molecules and their total energy be constant.
As a simple illustration, suppose that one wishes to maximize the area of a rectangle subject
to the constraint that its perimeter be constant. We thus have xy = s/ and 2x + 2y = s,
where χ and y are the sides and s/ and s the area and perimeter, respectively. By the variation
method, we write
y 8x + χ by = 0,

2 8x + 2 8y = 0,

and, introducing the undetermined multiplier, a,
(y 8x + χ 8y) + a(2 8x + 2 8y) = 0,
or
(V

+ 2a) 8x + (x + 2a) 8y = 0.

Again, if the variations χ and y are to be arbitrary, each term separately must be zero, and we
find y + 2α = 0 and χ + 2α = 0, whence χ = y = —2α. The figure of maximum area for a
given perimeter is thus a square.
In the case of the rectangle, the same answer can be found by ordinary calculus. We eliminate
y between the two equations, to get

—*
On setting the derivative ds//dx

m

= 0, we find 2x = s/2, whence 2y = s/2 and thus χ = y.

Equation (2-17) can be written out in detail as a sum of terms in δΛ^ , 8N2,
and so on:
(α + β€ι + 1η Ν,) 8Νλ + (α + β€2 + 1η Ν2)
+ (<* + β€3 + 1η Ν3) 8ΝΖ + ··· = 0.

8N3,

8Ν2
(2-18)

Now, if there were only two states, say e1 and e 2, Eqs. (2-8) and (2-9) would abso
lutely fix the distribution (for example, system 1 of Table 2-1). With three states
the most probable population of e 3could be varied, but given 8N3, this would then
Γ δΑ^ , δ Ν , and so on
determine 8NX and 8N2. With a larger number of states,
3
4
could be chosen arbitrarily, and this would then fix δΑ 1 and δΛ^2. If we elect to
choose values for a and β such that the terms of Eq. (2-18) in δΛ^ and δ Ν 2are zero,
which can be done since α and β are adjustable constants, then the equation
reduces to the requirement that the sum of all the terms in δΛ^3, 8Né, and so on
must be zero. Since the variations δΑ^3, δΑ^4, and so on are arbitrary, the only way
for this requirement to be generally true is for each term separately to be zero. The
general condition is therefore
α + β€ί + \nNi
or

a eei
Nt = e- e~

= 0

(2-19)

0H
= (constant) e~

,

(2-20)

which is Eq. (2-11).
This result, namely that the 0e
most probable number of molecules in a state of
energy e z is proportional to e~ % may seem startling in that it is obtained on so
general a basis. To repeat, it is a consequence of the restrictions of Eqs. (2-12)(2-14) plus the assumption that molecules will find that energy distribution having
the greatest statistical weight as given by the permutation formula of Eq. (2-10).
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2-3 The Distribution of Molecular Velocities
We start by applying the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution equation (2-7) to
the case of a one-dimensional gas, that is, to a system of molecules having only
kinetic energy due to motion along one direction in space, say the χ direction. The
Boltzmann equation then gives
2

( — -jyfY
raW \

(2-21)

where w is the 2velocity in the χ direction (and could be either positive or negative),
and 6 = | raw . The more quantitative way of stating Eq. (2-21) is to say that it
gives the fraction of molecules dN(u)/N0 (where N0 is the total number of molecules,
taken here to be Avogadro's number) having velocities between u and u + du,

2

dN(u)

A

No

r

/

M -

raw

w

Wr)\ -

-

du

(2 22)

The proportionality constant A can be evaluated by the requirement that the sum
of probabilities for all possible velocities must be unity:
• dN(u)
J
N0

1 =

A

il M -

wr)\ -

<" >

du

2

23

The integral of Eq. (2-23) can be put in a standard form, that is,

22
f

[ e x p ( - a x ) ] dx =

,

(2-24)

12
where in the present case a = {mjlkT) ! .
Because the distribution must be sym
metric with respect to plus and minus directions, we have

Γ . Μ - ^ ) ] * - ^ Ν - 5 τ ) ]

— ( ^ Γ
12

The constant A, called the normalization constant, is thus (m/lnkT) /
(2-22) becomes

and Eq.

The plot of Eq. (2-25), that is, of (l/N0) dN(u)/du versus w, is shown in Fig. 2-1
7
for the case of a gas2of molecular weight 28, such as nitrogen, at 25°C and 1025°C.
10 equal to 28/(2)(8.314 χ 10 )
The coefficient of w can10be written M/2RT and is thus
12 w in centi
(298.1) = 5.649 χ 1 0 - at 25°C and 1.297 χ ΙΟ" at 1025°C, with
5
-5
-1
meters per second. The coefficient
A can likewise
be written
(M/lnRT) /
and has
the values 1.34 χ 10~ and 0.644 χ 1 0 sec c m at the two temperatures,
respectively. Note that the distribution is symmetric and that the most probable
velocity is zero. This latter statement is true because there are equal chances
for a molecule to gain a velocity increment in either the positive or the negative
direction. Finally, the spread of the distribution, as measured, for example, by the
width at half-maximum, increases with increasing temperature.
The case of a two-dimensional gas follows in a straightforward manner. We now
allow velocities along the χ and y directions, given by w and v. The net velocity c
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(\IN )dN(u)ldu

0

5
- 1.5 x 10~

-0.5 x 10

1025°C

40

-10

10

1

u x 10 , cm sec
FIG. 2 - 1 .

Molecular velocity distribution in one dimension for N .

2

of a molecule having components u and ν is
1
N

— 7/2 _|_

(2-26)

JJ2

and the Boltzmann equation is

2
dN(u, v)

=

A^exp^-

2

m(u + v )
•j
2kf

j du dv,

(2-27)

where dN(u, v)/N0 is now the fraction of molecules having velocity components
between u and u + du and ν and t; + ifo. Equation (2-27) factors into two integrals,
each analogous to that of Eq. (2-23), with the result that on carrying out the
normalization procedure, one finds that A = rn/lvkT, and the complete distri
bution equation becomes

2
dN(u, v)

m

2S?P

P

2

m(u + v ) '
2kf
.

du dv.

(2-28)

The distribution function of Eq. (2-28) now requires a three-dimensional plot
for its display, as illustrated in Fig. 2-2. Again the maximum is at u and ν equal to
zero, and, of course, it is symmetric with respect to positive and negative velocities.
It is ordinarily of more interest to deal with the net velocity c than with the
separate components. That is, although the u and ν velocity components represent
2
independent ways in which the molecule can have kinetic
energy, it is the net
velocity of the molecule and its total kinetic energy mc /2 that are needed for most
applications. N o w the sum of all the possible ways in which the net velocity can
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increase from c to c + dc, that is, by adding increments du and dv to various
combinations of u and
is given by the area of the annulus shown in Fig. 2-2.
(\IN )dN(u,

0

v)ldudv

u

FIG. 2-2.

Molecular velocity distribution for a gas in two dimensions.

FIG. 2-3.

This argument is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 2-3. The effect is that du dv can
be replaced by 2πο dc, so that the distribution law becomes
dN(c)

mc°
~2kf

•η

c dc.

(2-29)

The two-dimensional distribution law for c, Eq. (2-29), can now be plotted on
an ordinary graph, since only the net velocity is involved; also we have lost the
information as to whether c is positive or negative and plot only its magnitude.
Some sample graphs, again for a gas of molecular weight 28, are shown in Fig. 2-4.
Notice that there is now a nonzero most probable velocity, in contrast to the
situation in Fig. 2-2. The reason is that, while the probability of individual velocity
components u and ν decreases with their increasing values, the number of ways in
which a given velocity magnitude c can be made up of the u and ν components
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Molecular velocity distribution for N

2 in two dimensions.

increases in proportion to c. For a while the latter effect overrides the former.
Notice also that the most probable c value increases with increasing temperature
and that the half-width increases with increasing temperature.
The extension to three dimensions follows the same series of steps. The basic
distribution law is

2
dN(u, v,w)
N0

r
.A(
A exp|^

m(u
^

2

2

+1 vν +I ww ))

2kT

—

"i)?
'

τ

τ

^

^

where w is the added velocity component in the ζ direction. This again can be
factored into three integrals, so that the normalization constant becomes the cube
of that for the one-dimensional gas, to give

- ( w - Γ Μ - """«Ζ* II
+w,)

2

<>
M1

2

2

2

Again the chief interest is in the net velocity, now given by c = u + v + w ,
and the number of ways in which a velocity increment dc can be obtained is related
to the separate increments by

2

4nc dc = du dv dw.
The distribution law in net velocity c is then
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Example.
M/2RT=

Calculate p(c) for 0

2
(31.?99)/(2)(8.31433
x

that exp(-mc /2kT)
p( )

c

7
2 at 25°C and c = 1
2 9 8 . 1 5 ) = 6.4542
1 0 ) (3

5

1

10 sec" . The
2 ratio m/2kT
x 1 0 cm
x 10"

and mc /2kT

=

= 6.4542, so

= 1.5739 Χ1100 " 3.2Substitution into
3 Eq. (2-32)
5 2gives

7

= 4ττ(6.4542 Χ 1 0 " / Τ Γ ) ' / ( 1 . 5 7 3 9 Χ 1 0 ~ ) ( 1 Χ 1 0 ) = 5.824
6 x21 0 " .

In SI units, M/2RT = (0.031999)/(2)(8.31433)(298.15) = 6.4542 x 1 0 " , mc /2kT = 6.4542
(or the same, as it must be since the exponential is dimensionless and therefore cannot depend
on the choice of system of units). Then
6 3/2
3
32
5
p{ )

c

= 4ττ(6.4542 Χ 10" /7r) (1.5739 χ 1 0 ~ ) ( 1 x 1 0 ) = 5.824 x 1 0 " .

1 SI calculation. This is because the velocity interval
Note that p(c) is a hundredfold larger in the
dc is 100 times larger when c is in m s e c " than when it is in cm sec"

0

_ 4 10
-1
1 0 c , cm s e c

5

FIG. 2-5.

Three-dimensional

15

20

velocity distribution for N .

2

Equation (2-32) is plotted in Fig. 2-5 a n d looks much like the one for a twodimensional gas. The maximum or position of most probable velocity has moved
outward, however. This most probable velocity cv may be evaluated analytically if
dp(c)/dc is set equal to zero. On doing this, one obtains from Eq. (2-32) the con
dition

- wr N - w ) ] < * ' > + M - w - t W =
2

or

0

7kT

c p* = ^ - .

(2-33)

As a final comment on the general character of these distribution laws, we note
that the probability of a given velocity rapidly decreases with increasing c owing to
the exponential term. There is, however, always a finite probability for any given
- 01
velocity, no matter how large. F o r example, the fraction of molecules
per unit
velocity increment having a velocity of 5cv is only about 1 0 of that having
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velocity cv itself. Such a number, although small, can be quite significant when
chemical reaction rates are being treated.

2-4 Average Quantities from the Distribution Laws
It is a common experience to take the average of some property for a collection
of objects. For example, the average value of a coin in a bag of mixed coins would
be obtained by dividing the total value by the number of coins. In more detail, the
operation is one of dividing two sums:
(2-34)
That is, the product of the value s{ of the ith type of coin times the number Ni of
such coins is summed over all types and is then divided by Σ N{, the total number
of coins. The average of any property could be obtained in this way; if s
denotes the mass of a given type of coin, then s would now be the average mass of
a coin, and so on.
If there are a very large number of objects with many gradations of the property s,
then these summations can be approximated by an integration procedure. The
principal change is that Nt is now replaced by a probability or distribution function
N(s), where dN(s) gives the chance of finding objects with s lying between s and
s + ds:

S
= lfM(s)==Nj0

«Ws).

(2-35)

The integral J dN(s) simply represents the sum of all objects and must therefore
equal N0 , their total number.
We can apply Eq. (2-35) to obtain two important types of average velocity for
the three-dimensional case. The first is simply the average velocity c given by

c
~ = 4r
™0

or

Γ
ο

J
cdN{c)

2
The integral may be evaluated as follows. We let χ = mc /2kT,

5

3
= M w )

/

2

2

( 4 r ) 7 >

e

and so obtain

x
-

23 7
^

1

<- >

The
+ integral is now a standard
η1_ x one known as a gamma function and its value is
Integrals of the type
χ
e~ dx occur frequently in physical chemistry; this integral is
called the gamma function Γ(η). Standard tables of Γ(η) are available for 0 < η < 1 and 1 < n<2;
some important values are Γ(1/2) =
and Γ(1) = 1. Also, a very useful relationship is Γ(«+1)
= ηΓ(η) for η a positive integer.
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just unity. The resulting expression for c is thus
c = ( ^ f

(2-38)

\ ππι J

2

The second average is that of c ; this is given by

2

2 x

When we let χ = mc /2kT the integral reduces to one of the form $ζ x*l e~ dx,
again a gamma function, and one whose value is \ y / i r [see the footnote following
Eq. (2-37)]. On working through the algebra, we find

2
c =

,

m

(2-40)

or, alternatively, the average molar kinetic energy Ε is then
Ε = f ΛΓ.

(2-41)

Note that the right-hand sides of Eqs. (2-6) and (2-40) are identical. Thus the
21 / 2
average velocity referred to in the mtroductory
section is really the square root of
the average of velocities squared, ( c ) , or the root mean square velocity. See also
Section 2-6.
In conclusion to this section, the three characteristic velocities for a gas in three
12
dimensions are
/ 2kT x /
most probable

cp

= [

)
m

average

c

=

= 1.128c p

[Eq. (2-38)],

= (-^-)

= 1.225c p

[Eq. (2-40)].

212
root mean square

(c ) '

[Eq. (2-33)],

These three velocities are located on one of the distributions of Fig. 2-5 so as to
show their relative positions.

2-5 Some Applications of Simple Kinetic Molecular Theory.
Collision Frequency on a Plane Surface and Graham's Law
An important quantity given by simple kinetic molecular theory is. the frequency
with which molecules hit a plane surface. This frequency is, for example, central to
the kinetic treatment of adsorption-desorption processes or, more generally, to
those of evaporation and condensation.
The relationship can be derived fairly simply as follows. Since all directions in
space should be equivalent, the result should be independent of direction; we can
therefore assume that the molecules impinging on a plane surface are doing so
from the χ direction, so that only their velocity components in that direction need
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be considered. The distribution law for such χ components is given by Eq. (2-25):

where η and n 0 denote numbers of molecules per unit volume, n 0 being the total
concentration; dn(u)/n0 is again the fraction of molecules having velocity between
u and u + du.

FIG. 2 - 6 .

Volumes swept out in unit time by molecular velocity groups u and u .

x

2

As illustrated in Fig. 2-6, if we consider a particular group of molecules of
velocity component ux, the ones that will reach the surface in the next second will
be those within the distance x1, where xx = ux . Per unit area of surface, the total
number of molecules of this velocity group reaching the surface per second will
then be η(μ^λ (since ux times the unit area gives the volume containing the success
ful molecules of that velocity group). For some other group of, say, lower velocity
u2 the number of that group reaching the surface per second will be n(u2)u2. In
efïect, then , w e nee d t o weigh t th e distributio n equatio n b y u t o ge t dZ(u), th e
number o f molecule s pe r uni t volum e reachin g th e wal l whos e velocit y com ponent lie s betwee n u an d u + du:

dZ(u) = ^ ( ^ ^ [ e x p f - 4gr)]« A .

(2-42)

We obtai n Z , th e tota l surfac e collisio n frequenc y pe r uni t area , b y integratin g
over al l acceptabl e value s o f w , namel y fro m zer o t o plu s infinity , wher e a plu s
velocity i s on e towar d th e surface . O n carryin g ou t thi s integration , w e obtai n
(2-43)
(the subscrip t t o th e concentratio n η is no longer needed).
Equation (2-43) can be phrased in some alternative ways. On referring to Eq.
(2-38) for the average velocity c, we see that
Ζ =

Inc.

(2-44)
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Alternatively, the kinetic molecular theory at this level of sophistication implies
ideal gas behavior, and since the concentration η is then equal to P/kT, we have

12
/

1

- (lÀkf)

Z P

12

x /

/

1

- M-ïJfRT)
P

45

x /

•

">

Finally, th e mas s collisio n frequenc y Z mfollow s i f Ζ is multiplied by the mass per
molecule:
/ ΙζΤ

\l/2

Z m= p ( ^ )

,

(2-46)

where p is the density.
The preceding discussion provides a theoretical basis for understanding a con
clusion reached in 1829, known as Graham's law. Graham studied the rate of
effusion of gases, that is, the rate of escape of gas through a small hole or orifice.
He found that for a given temperature and pressure difference, the rate of effusion
of a gas is inversely proportional to the square root of its density. For two different
gases, then, we have
^ = (-^)'\
n2
\ lPJ

(2-47)

where η denotes the number of moles escaping per unit time. Since the comparison
is at a given pressure and temperature, an alternative form of Graham's law is

1/2
Mo9 \χ
\ Mj
'

(2-48)

where M is molecular weight.
Graham's law follows directly from Eq. (2-45) if it is assumed that in an effusion
experiment the rate of passage of molecules through the hole is proportional to the
rate at which they would be hitting the area of surface corresponding to the area
of the hole. Effusion rates are thus often assumed to be given directly by Z. There
is a problem in that, unless the hole is very small, there may be both a pressure and
a temperature drop in its vicinity, which introduces a correction term dependent
on the effusion rate and hence on the molecular weight of the gas.
It is also important in effusion that the flow be molecular, that is, the molecules
should escape directly through the hole without collisions with the sides of the hole
or with each other. Should such collisions occur, then some molecules will be
reflected back into the vessel whence they came. The limiting case in which many
molecular collisions occur as the gas flows through a channel is one of diffusion,
a much slower process than effusion; and the limiting case in which molecules make
many collisions with the sides of the hole, but not with each other, is called Knudsen
flow, again a slower process than effusion.
Example. A sample calculation is appropriate to illustrate the use of units and to give an
order-of-magnitude appreciation of Z. Consider the case of a water surface at 25°C and in
equilibrium with its vapor. At equilibrium the rates of evaporation and of condensation must
be equal, and we can calculate the latter with the assumption that every vapor molecule hitting
4 liquid phase.
2
3 pressure
2
the surface sticks to become part of the
The vapor
of water at 25°C is
23.76 Torr or 0.0313 atm or 3.17 χ 10 dyn c m " or 3.17 χ 10 Ν m" . The moles of collisions
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per square centimeter per second Z is given by Eq. (2-45) as

12

n

[

= 0.0189

1

53

l '

7

2
(2)(3.141)(18)(8.314
X 10 )(298.15)J
mole
cm
"
sec "
22
-2 - 1

23 Section
The frequency Ζ is then 1.14 3χ 10 2molecules c m s e c 1. In the SI system (see
1
3-CN-l), Ρ becomes 3.17 χ ΙΟ Ν m~ , R is 8.314 J mole" , and N is 6.023 χ 10 molecules
0
m o l e , so
3

Z = 3.17 X 10

n

= 189

1

L(2)(3.141)(0.018)(8.314)(298.
2 -1
26 :

mole m " s e c

= 1.14 x 1 0

1

1/2

molecule m "

2

- 1
22
51 2molecule
χ - 10

sec .

-2 result
- 1 carries the implication that the evaporation rate is 2also 1.14
This
7
- 1Â area or 1 0 cm and the
about 10
c m s e c . Now, an individual water molecule occupies
-7 1.14 x 10 molecules s e c . Thus the lifetime of a surface
evaporation rate from this area is then
water molecule must be about 1 0 sec, so that the water surface is far from quiescent on a
molecular scale.

2-6 A Rederivation of the Ideal Gas Law
We can repeat the derivation of the ideal gas law in a more rigorous manner.
The velocity component u is taken to be perpendicular to the wall, as before, and
the element of pressure contributed by molecules of velocity between u and u +
du is given by the momentum change times dZ(u), or dP = 2mu dZ(u) = (2mu)
(n 0« dn(u)). Replacing n 0 by 1/v and integrating, we obtain

2

Ρ = (2/H/V) f

u dn(u).

2

(2-49)

2

The
u dn(u) is half of the integral S™* u dn(u) and is thus equal to
2 integral
7 I2.
The result, on rearrangement, is

1

P\ = mu

= inîc*

or

2

PV = Wc*.

2

(2-2)

We have thus obtained Eq. (2-2), but with c identified as c , the average of veloc
ities squared.
An important point is as follows. The derivation of the Boltzmann equation in
Section 2-2 led to Eq. (2-11) in which the exponent could only be said to involve
a constant, β, times e. The entire development of the preceding and present sections
2
could have been carried out with this indeterminate form of the Boltzmann distri
bution equation. Equation (2-40) would then have come out in the form c =
3/jSm. At this point, a comparison with Eq. (2-6) would have identified β as equal
to 1 jkT and completed the derivation of the Boltzmann equation (2-7). A formal
treatment would have proceeded in such a manner, but the approach used here
seemed easier to follow.

2-7 Bimolecular Collision Frequency and Mean Free Path
There are a number of important properties of a gas which we cannot explain
without specifically invoking a molecular size. Clearly, the frequency of intermole
cular collisions is one of these properties, as is the related quantity, the mean free
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path between collisions. It is less obvious perhaps, but equally true, that the expla
nations of properties such as viscosity, thermal conductivity, a n d diffusion rates
also require the assumption of some finite molecular diameter.
The model that will be assumed at this point is that of a spherical molecule that
can be treated as having a definite radius r and which undergoes elastic collisions.
Using this "hard-sphere" model one neglects the fact that molecules are actually
"soft," in that colliding molecules approach closer in a violent collision than in a
mild one, and one also neglects intermolecular forces of attraction. Treatments not
involving these approximations properly belong in advanced treatises. The deriva
tions, even with these assumptions, will not be given here in full detail [see, for
example, Moelwyn-Hughes (1961)]. Rigorous treatments will generally modify
the derivations given here by only a small numerical factor, however.

A.

Bimolecular

Collision

Frequency

The frequency of collisions between like molecules, Z n , may be derived on a very
simple basis. As illustrated in Fig. 2-7 we imagine a molecule of radius rx moving
with an average velocity cx. As it moves it will contact, that is, collide with, any
second molecule lying within a cylinder of radius 2r1 (see also Fig. 1-11).

FIG. 2-7.

Molecular collision

diameter.

2
The volume swept out in each second is thus 77(2r 1) c 1 or TTG^CX , where σ χ — 2r±
and is the collision diameter of the molecule, which is assumed to be spherical.
If n x is the concentration of molecules, then the average number of collisions per
second is πσ^δ^
. This gives Z x, the frequency with which a given molecule
collides with others. A more rigorous treatment takes into account the relative
motion of molecules, to give

2
Z, = l^hra^c^

= 4σ1 (^)

1 / 2
η 1.

(2-50)

The total collision frequency for all molecules in a unit volume is obtained by
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multiplying Zx by n1, and dividing by two (so as not to count collisions twice):

Z n = ^ g ) σ^Λ* = 2σ *(-^)
1

2
Πι

.

(2-51)

Z n gives the collisions per unit volume per second.
Example.

Calculate Z

x

4
quantity (irkT/m)

7
9
112
lx for oxygen at 25°C and 1 atm pressure; σ is 3.61 Â . The
(nkT/M)
=
3
concentration 23in moles c m " , c 1
=9 PjRT = (1)/(82.056)(298.15)
=

and Z

is (π)(8.3143 x 1 0 ) ( 2 9 8 . 1 5 ) / ( 3 2 . 0 0 ) 3= 2.4337 Χ 1 0 , and

4.933 χ 1 0 . 5Let c denote
4.087 x 1 0 ~ ; η = N c

0

= 6.0225 χ 1 0

into Eqs. (2-50) and (2-51) gives
Z

c = 2.4616 x 1 0

82

molecules c m " .

4

Substitution

1 9

= (4X3.61 x 190 " ) ( 4 . 9 9 3 χ -1 01) ( 2 . 4 6 1 6 x 1 0 )

1

9 sec ,
= 6.330 χ 1 0 collisions

Z n = iZ c

112

5
In SI units, (vlcT/m)

1

5

= (6.330 x 1 05) ( 4 . 0 8 7 3 x 1 0 " ) / ( 2 )

-3

= 1.294 x 1 0 moles of collisions
12/ c m

= [(π)(8.3143)(298.15)/(0.03200)]

14
is (1.0133
χ 1 0 ) / ( 8 . 3 1 4 3 ) ( 2 9 8-1
.15) = 40.87. Z

x

9=

- 1
sec .

3

1 20 and c, now in mole m " ,
= 493.3,

(4X3.61 x 1 1
0 - ) ( 4 9 3 . 3 ) ( 4 0 . 8 7 ) = 1.051 x

1 0 " moles of collisions s e c or 6.330 χ 1 0 collisions sec" , as before. The calculation of
Z is left as an exercise.
xl
Certain shortcuts and alternative routes are illustrated in the calculations. In evaluating
3
kT/m, the equivalent ratio RT/M
was used. In obtaining c, it was convenient to use Ρ in atm
and the gas constant in c m atm.

Although the derivation for collisions between like molecules gave a result which
is correct except for the small correction factor, a somewhat more elaborate
approach is needed to obtain the correct form for Z 1,2 the collision frequency
between unlike molecules.
We now have two kinds of molecule, 1 and 2, and the frequency with which a
single molecule of type 1 will collide with molecules of type 2 is
ΠΓ-

V 2

2 / TTkT^

σ? (-

2

2^

n

_

5) 2

μΐ2

Here n 2 is the concentration of species 2 in molecules per unit volume, σ 12is the
average collision diameter, (σ1 + σ 2) / 2 , and μ12 is the reduced mass,

f*12

mxm2
m1 + m2'

^2_53
^

The frequency of all collisions between the two types of molecule is then

1 2/
Z12 = 2 V 2 o\2 l ^ - )

n 2n. i

(2-54)

See Section 2-ST-2 for more detail.

β.

Mean

Free

Path

As the name implies, the mean free path λ of a molecule is the average distance
traveled between collisions. As a slightly intuitive definition, λ is just the mean
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velocity divided by the collision frequency, and so it follows from Eq. (2-50) that
c
or
1 2
V2 7τσ η

(2-55)

Equation (2-55) applies to a gas consisting of a single molecular species, and since
they are not needed, the subscripts of Eq. (2-50) have been dropped. F o r an ideal
gas the concentration in molecules per unit volume, n , is equal to P/kT, and an
alternate form of Eq. (2-55) is
kT

See Section 2-ST-2 for more details.

1/2and 1 atm. Using
82 Eq. (2-55) 1
9 η from the ex6
Example.
Calculate λ for oxygen at 25°C
and
ample of the preceding section, λ = 1/(2) (7τ)(3.61 χ 10~ ) (2.461 x 1 0 ) = 7.016 x 1 0 "
23
1/2
1 20
cm.
5
8
In SI units, and using Eq. (2-56), λ = (1.3805 χ 10" )(298.15)/(2) (ττ)(3.61 χ Ι Ο " )
(1.0133 x ΙΟ ) - 7.015 χ ΙΟ" m.

2-8 Transport Phenomena; Viscosity,
Diffusion, and Thermal Conductivity
Transport phenomena, as the name implies, refer to the transport or spatial
motion of some quantity. In the case of viscosity the quantity transported is
momentum: in diffusion one deals with molecular transport or the drift of molecules
from one place to another; in thermal conductivity one deals with the flow
or transport of heat down a temperature gradient. The three quantities have much
in common and the kinetic molecular theory treatment of them leads to somewhat
similar equations.
A.

Viscosity

The coefficient of viscosity 77 of a fluid is defined as a measure of the friction that
is present when adjacent layers of the fluid are moving at different speeds. F o r
example, if a fluid is flowing between parallel plates, as illustrated in Fig. 2-8(a),
we ordinarily assume that the material immediately adjacent to the walls is
stationary; the material farther away then moves increasingly rapidly. The arrows
in the figure give this velocity profile. Alternatively, if the fluid is stationary but
the walls are moving with equal and opposite velocities, the velocities of various
layers of the fluid are as shown in Fig. 2-8(b). If we now consider two layers of
fluid parallel to the walls and separated by distance dx, then, as indicated in Fig.
2-8(c), their velocities will differ by dv or alternatively by (dv/dx) dx. If the area of
each layer is ja/, then the factional drag or force / between the layers is given by
η and
/ = ^ ΐ ·

(2-57)
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(a)

(b)

ν + dv

(c)

FIG. 2-8.

Velocity profiles and defining model for

viscosity.

Equation (2-57) is in fact the defining equation for the coefficient of viscosity and
is known as Newton's law of viscosity. In the cgs system the unit of viscosity is the
3 second).
4
poise (abbreviated P, and equivalent to grams per centimeter per
The unit
2
is a relatively large
one; ordinary gases have viscosities of 10~ -10~ Ρ and liquids
of around 10~ P. The reciprocal of viscosity is called the fluidity.
The experiment corresponding directly to the defining equation (2-57), namely
that of measuring the drag between oppositely moving plates, is not a convenient
one. More often one determines instead the pressure drop required to produce a
given fluid flow rate down a cylindrical tube. The appropriate equation, derived in
Section 8-ST-2, is
SVl

(2-58)

where P1 — P2 is the pressure drop down the tube, usually a capillary, of radius r
and length /; and Κ is the volume of fluid flowing in time t. In the case of gases F i s a
strong function of pressure, and in application of the equation V should
be evaluated at the average pressure (P1 + Ρ2)β. Equation (2-58) is known as the
Poiseuille equation.
The coefficient of viscosity of a gas may be derived theoretically, and the deriv
ation that follows represents one of the triumphs of early kinetic molecular
theory. The experimental observation was that the viscosity of a gas does not vary
appreciably with pressure; this was very hard to understand on an intuitive basis,
since it seemed that the denser a gas, the greater should be its viscosity. Kinetic
molecular theory provided the explanation.
In simple theory molecules of a gas do not interact except by means of collisions,
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and these occur on the average only after a free flight distance given by the mean
free path λ. The theoretical picture is then one of molecules moving in free flight
back and forth between adjacent layers of gas, the layers being separated on the
average by the distance λ. As illustrated in Fig. 2-9, a molecule of layer 1 will have a

Layer 2

ν + Av
Av = \(dv/dx)

Layer 1

/
/

1

φ

(

/

Ç

\^

FIG. 2 - 9 .

Model for calculation of gas viscosity.

velocity component ν corresponding to the average flow velocity of the gas in that
layer. On arriving at layer 2 the molecule then experiences a collision which
delivers the directional momentum mv to the molecules of that layer. Since these
have on the average a net velocity component of ν + Av, corresponding to the
layer velocity of layer 2, the net momentum loss realized in layer 2 is m Av. The
same momentum transfer occurs with opposite sign when a counterpart molecule
of layer 2 arrives at layer 1.
If we consider each layer to be of area j / , then by the surface collision formula
(2-44), the number of molecules arriving each second at layer 2 from layer 1 will
be
', and likewise the number of counterpart molecules arriving at layer 1
from layer 2. The total momentum transport per second is then
d(mv)
s/(2)
_
= —7^ nan Av.
dt
4

Λ

(2-59)

By Newton's law a portion of matter, in this case a layer, acted on by a force shows
a momentum change with time, and d(mv)/dt due to the interchange of momentum
by the gas molecules will appear as an equivalent f o r c e / a c t i n g between the layers.
Also, since Av is given by X(dv/dx), we can write

/ =/ ( JJ ! ^ L )

dv
dx

(2-60)

Equation (2-60) has the same form as the defining equation for viscosity, Eq.
(2-57), and on comparing the two equations, we conclude that
\ncXm.

(2-61)
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Further, since nm gives the density of the gas, we have
η = ipcX.

(2-62)

A yet more instructive form is obtained on elimination of λ between Eqs. (2-62) and
(2-55):
V = 7T-^—a
or, using Eq. (2-38) for c,

,

(2-63)

12
1

6 )4

/kTmx '

^ = ^ ( — )

'

"

12

This last form shows explicitly that although gas viscosity depends on Γ / , it
is independent of any change in pressure or density at constant temperature. The
physical rationale of this result is that, whereas the frequency of molecules moving
back and forth between layers increases in proportion to the pressure, the mean
free path, or effective distance between layers, decreases in proportion to the
pressure and the two effects just cancel with respect to the momentum transport
per unit distance.

5 and draw on the
3
Example. Calculate η for oxygen at 25°C and 1 atm. We will use Eq. (2-62)
3
6
112
7 x 10~ g
examples
of the preceding section.
Thus ρ = Mc = (32.00)(4.087
χ 10" ) = 1.308
12/ λ = 7.016 x 41 0 " cm.1Further, c = (SkT/πΜ)
6
cm" , and
= 3[(8)(8.3143 χ 410 )(298.15)/(τ7)
4 x 10 cm sec"
1 . 1Then η = (1/2)(1.308 x 10" )(4.442 χ 10 )(7.016 x 10~ )
(32.00)] = 4.442
3
1
= 2.038 χ ΙΟ" Ρ (or g e m " sec" ).
8 ρ = (0.03200)(40.87) = 1.308 kg m5" , c _1is 4.442
1 x 10» m sec" , and λ is
In SI units,
7.016 x 1 0 " m. The viscosity is now 2.038 x 1 0 " kg m sec" ; the SI unit of viscosity (not
yet named) is thus ten times larger than the cgs unit.
B.

Diffusion

Diffusion is a process of spatial drift of molecules due to their kinetic motion;
the physical picture is one of successive small, random movements. The process is
often referred to as a random walk, the analogy being to a person taking successive
steps but with each step unrelated in direction to the preceding one (the alternative
scientific colloquialism is the "drunkard's walk"). A given molecule will then drift
away from its original position in the course of time, and purely as a statistical
effect there will be a net average drift rate from a more concentrated to a more dilute
region. The matter is discussed in more detail in Section 10-7, but the defining
phenomenological equation, known as Fick's law, is
(2-65)
where / is this net drift expressed in molecules crossing unit area per second, and
dn/dx is the concentration gradient in the drift direction. The coefficient Q) is known
as the diffusion coefficient', in the cgs system its units are square centimeters per
5
2Diffusion
-1 coefficients for gases are around unity and for liquids are about
second.
10~ c m s e c or less.
There is an alternative way of defining Q), suggested by Einstein. As illustrated
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in Fig. 2-10 a molecule will, as a result of its random walk, find itself some distance χ
from its starting point after an elapse of time t. Because we are12not dealing with a
direct velocity but with a molecular drift, χ increases only as t ! .
This conclusion can be demonstrated as follows. We consider a situation in
which there is a concentration gradient in one direction only, as in the case of
diffusion along the length of a long tube or cell. There will be some average distance
χ which a molecule will diffuse along the tube in time t. If we take a reference cross
section, then, as illustrated in Fig. 2-11, half of the molecules within a distance χ
on either side will cross the reference plane in time t. The diffusional flow from left
to right is therefore \ηλχ, while that from right to left is \n2x. In the cgs system
both are in moles per square centimeter per second.
Since n 2 = ^ + x(dn/dx), where dn/dx is the concentration gradient, the net
flux across the reference plane is

2
.

lrl

χ i

.

dn\i

x

dn

Comparison with Eq. (2-65) gives
® = Tf

(2-67)

Equation (2-67) allows a very simple derivation of Q> from kinetic molecular
theory. Although the displacement χ can be the net result of many random steps,
it can also be put equal to the smallest step which is random with respect to
succeeding ones. This smallest step is the mean free path distance λ. During such a
step the molecule is moving with velocity c, so the average time between steps is
just X/c. On substituting χ = X and t = X/c into Eq. (2-67) we get
3> = \Xc.

(2-68)

1 for oxygen at 25°C and 1 atm, 2 = (1/2)
δ 2
Example. 6
Drawing on 4the preceding 2example,
- 1 χ 10" )(4.442 χ 10 ) = 0.156 cm sec" . Alternatively, in SI units, ^ = 1.56 χ 10~ m
(7.016
sec .
Equation (2-68) applies to the interdiffusion of molecules of a single kind. Such a
diffusion is called self-diffusion, and can be measured experimentally by the use of
isotopic labeling. That is, in the experiment corresponding to Fig. 2-11, there can
be no overall pressure gradient since otherwise there would be a wind or viscous
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flow of gas. However, labeling the molecules on, say, the left of the reference
plane, makes possible the measurement of their net diffusion migration across it
even though the total concentration of all molecules is uniform.
The case of interdiffusion of molecules in a mixture of gases will not be treated
here, because of its complexity. The general situation is that now each type of
molecule has its own mean free path and intrinsic diffusional drift. Because of the
differing drift rates, a pressure gradient does develop until balanced by an opposite
bulk flow or wind. The observed interdiffusion or mutual diffusion coefficient is
determined by the intrinsic diffusion rate as modified by the bulk flow.

C.

Thermal

Conductivity

The phenomenological equation for thermal conductivity, or the equation
analogous to Newton's law for viscous flow, Eq. (2-57), and to Fick's law for
diffusional flow, Eq. (2-65), is attributed to Fourier and is
J=-K^f-

9

(2-69)

dx

where / is now the flow of heat per second across unit area perpendicular to a
temperature gradient dTjdx. The quantity κ is the coefficient of thermal conductivity.
The kinetic molecular theory analysis is quite similar to that for viscosity. Again
the picture is one of molecules moving back and forth between planes a distance λ
apart, but now planes 1 and 2 of Fig. 2-9 are at different temperatures. Molecules
from plane 1 carry energy e1 and those from plane 2 carry energy e2 and if the
collision at the end of a mean free path results in complete energy exchange, the
energy transported is then λ dejdx. Following the same arguments as for Eqs.
(2-59) and (2-60), we write
~

j _ de _ 2ncX de
~ dt ~
4 ~dx

or

The thermal conductivity coefficient is, on comparison with Eq. (2-69),

K

7) 1

ncX de
=

-

T

W

"

The quantity de/dT is the molecular heat capacity of the gas (at constant volume)
c y, or mcv, where cv is the heat capacity per unit mass. Equation (2-71) then
becomes
κ = \nc\mcy ,
(2-72)
or, invoking the equation for viscosity, Eq. (2-61),
κ = \pcXcv = r)cv.

1

-1

(2-73)

-1 - heat
1 capacity, C , for oxygen at 25°C is 5.03 cal Κ " mole so that4
Example.
The molar
v1
1
1 the
c is 0.157 cal Κ
g5 . Drawing
on
preceding example, we have κ = 3(2.038 x 10" )1
v
5
1 SI units,
1
(0.157) = 3.20 x 10" cal Κ " c m " sec" . In
c1 = (0.157)(4.184)(10 ) = 6 5 7 1 k g y
and κ = (2.038 χ 10~ )(657) = 0.0134 J K " m " sec" .
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2-9 Summary of Kinetic Molecular Theory Quantities
A variety, perhaps a bewildering variety, of quantities have been derived from the
kinetic molecular model for gases. The following discussion is intended to sum
marize these in an organized way so that a general picture can emerge. First are the
fundamental Boltzmann distribution functions and the various average velocities
derived from them. Immediate applications are the identification of the average
kinetic energy with f&Tand the derivation of the surface or wall collision frequency
and its application to effusion.
U p to this point the finite size of molecules has been accepted, but has played no
direct role in the treatments. That is, bimolecular collisions act to redistribute
momenta and energies but do not change the overall statistical situation. Next,
however, molecules are specifically considered to be hard spheres of definite
radius r or collision diameter σ, which now permits the calculation of the various
types of collision frequencies and mean free paths.
The three transport phenomena discussed involve the presence of a gradient in
pressure, in concentration, or in temperature. The systems are no longer in equili
brium but it is assumed that the gradients are not such as to perturb the general
distribution equations significantly. It is then possible to calculate the rate of mass
flow, of concentration change, and of heat flow due to these gradients. The effect
of intermolecular attractive forces is disregarded in all of these derivations.
The principal relationships are assembled in Table 2-2, together with the approxi
mate values for the various quantities for a typical gas. The table can then be used,
for example, to estimate the numerical value of a quantity for some other type of
gas or condition.
a
TABLE 2 - 3 .

Transport Coefficients for Various Gases at 1 atm

Gas

Collision
diameter
α (A)

He

2.18

Ar

3.64

N

3.75

2

—

o2

4

—

co2

—

HC1

—

CH

a

Self-diffusion
2 -1
coefficient
2 (cm sec )

4
Viscosity
ΙΟ *; (P)

Coefficient
of thermal
4
conductivity
ΙΟ κ -1
(cal 1c m 1
sec" Κ " )

100
300
100
300
100
300
500

0.270*
1.669»
0.023
0.186
0.027
0.205 b
0.495

0.951
1.981
0.815
2.271
0.698
1.663
2.657

1.744
3.583
0.154
0.422 δ
0.232 b
0.602b
0.876

273.2
280
273.2
280
353.2
273.2
280
295

0.18
—
0.206
—
0.318
0.0970
—
0.1246

1.959
—
1.052
—
—
1.402
—

0.58
—
0.73
—
—
0.35
—
—

Temperature
(K)

From J. O. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss, and R. B. Bird, "Molecular Theory of Gases and
b
Liquids,"
corrected ed. Wiley, New York, 1964.
Estimated values.
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Finally, in Table 2-3 are collected the experimentally measured values for the
viscosity, self-diffusion, and thermal conductivity coefficients of some actual gases.
These provide a means for testing the accuracy of the hard-sphere model.

COMMENTARY AND NOTES
2-CN-l Some Further Comments
on the Various Distribution Laws
The distribution law in one dimension, Eq. (2-25),

\γι*
/ rr //
p

2

χ 2

mu \\
mu'w
Ί du
2kf)\
>
has the same functional form as an equation that is obtained in quite a different
connection:
dN(u)

/
ι

m
m

l-w)

Ν0

p { x )

=

r r

e x p

(" é)-

(2

2

-

74)

Equation (2-74) follows from Eq. (2-25) if χ is set equal to u and σ to kTjm\ it is
known as the normal error function. The quantity σ is called the standard deviation
(from the mean) and p(x) is the probability of observing an error or departure χ
from the mean.
The normal error function is usually derived from consideration of the case of a
measurement that is subject to cumulative error arising from the random effect
2 which may be positive or negative. For
of a large number of small errors, each of
a large number of such measurements σ has the alternative meaning of being the
average of the squares of the deviations from the mean.
Equation (2-25) is thus an " e r r o r " curve for velocities in that it gives the chance
of finding some given velocity or deviation from the most probable velocity. That
is, if repeated samplings of a gas are made, the error curve gives the frequency with
2 are to be observed. If a large number of such
which different specific velocities
samplings are made, then σ gives the average of the squares of the observed
velocities, that is, the mean square velocity. Thus

Σ2

=2

U=^_m

.75)

'

Equation (2-25) gives the velocity distribution for a one-dimensional gas, a
rather fictitious substance. However, it also gives the distribution of the x-velocity
components of a real gas. This is now a perfectly meaningful quantity; Eq. (2-25)
was used, for example, in obtaining the surface collision frequency.
The distribution function for a two-dimensional gas, Eq. (2-28), corresponds to
the product of two normal curves, and from a similar analysis we conclude that

2
u* + v = =±=- .

(2-76)
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An important corollary is that the kinetic energy can be regarded as being made u p
of additive contributions from each velocity component:

2

e k ,l n =

χ component:

l-d'im

x and y components:

2

e k >l n = \mu
2-d'im

x, y, and ζ components:

\mu .

2
+

e k fl n = \mu

(2-77)

\mv .

2

2
+ \mv

2
+

\mw =

2
\mc .

3-dim

The total kinetic energy is equal to \kT [by Eq. (2-41)]; the three components
should be equal, so each must then contribute \kT.
As a final point, there is a situation in which one can think of a two-dimensional
gas. This is the case of molecules absorbed at a solid or liquid surface; in effect, the
interface provides a two-dimensional space in which the molecules move freely.
Their average kinetic energy is then k Τ rather than \kT.

2-CN-2 Verification of the Distribution Laws
The Boltzmann distribution laws are, of course, verified indirectly by the agree
ment of experiment with various derived quantities, such as effusion rates or
transport coefficients. A direct verification requires sampling a gas to obtain the
actual frequency of occurrence of various molecular velocities.
Such experiments are quite difficult, but have been carried out (see Herzfeld and
Smallwood, 1951). The usual experimental approach is to select molecules of a
given velocity by requiring that they have a certain time of flight between two
points.
A schematic arrangement for doing this is illustrated in Fig. 2-12. Molecules
effusing from a small hole in a reservoir are first required to travel in a certain
direction by means of a succession of slits. The collimated beam now encounters
a pair of disks mounted coaxially and rotating. Each disk has a slit in it and one
sets the relative position of the slits and the speed of rotation. If the disks rotate
at ω revolutions per second and the slits are θ degrees apart, then the second slit
comes into position θ/ω360 sec after the first one. Only those molecules in the beam
that take θ/ω360 sec to travel the distance between the disks will get through the
slits.
One then varies this time-of-flight requirement and, by means of a detector,
determines the relative numbers of molecules of various velocities. Accuracy is
not high, but reasonable agreement with the expected distribution law has been
found.

Source

FIG. 2 - 1 2 .

Schematic velocity selector

apparatus.
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2-CN-3 Molecular Diameters; Avogadro's Number
The simple kinetic molecular theory treatment of transport phenomena leads to
expressions for the viscosity coefficient η, self-diffusion coefficient Sfy and thermal
conductivity coefficient κ in which the only unknown is the collision diameter σ.
The equations are summarized in Table 2-2.
The experimentally measured coefficients may then be used in calculations of
molecular diameters. Some such results are given in Table 2-4 along with values
calculated from the van der Waals constant b. The agreement is not bad, and this
speaks well for the merits of the hard-sphere model as a first approximation. We
find that the greatest discrepancy occurs with σ values from thermal conductivity;
part of the difficulty is that with polyatomic molecules the heat capacity reflects both
internal energy and kinetic energy, although it is largely the latter that is transferred
in a collision. As a result cv in Eq. (2-72) becomes a semiempirical quantity itself,
along with σ.
In order to calculate σ from the kinetic molecular theory one must use the
theoretical expression for λ, which requires knowing the value of n, the concen
tration expressed as molecules per unit volume. This in turn implies a knowledge
of Avogadro's number. Alternatively, one may use the van der Waals constant b,
or some other independent measurement of molar volume, and, with some algebraic
manipulation, combine this information with a measured viscosity or self-diffusion
coefficient to obtain a value for Avogadro's number. Approximately correct
answers result.

a
T A B L E 2-4.

Molecular Diameters

(Â)

Gas

From gas
viscosity

From selfdiffusion

From van der
Waals b constant^

Ar
N
2
0
2
CH
4
C0

3.64
3.75
3.61
4.14
4.63

3.47
3.48
3.35
3.79
4.28

5.7
5.0
2.6
5.1
5.1

2
a

The experimental transport coefficients are from measurements atO°C
and 1 atm. The values from viscosity and self-diffusion are as given by
J. O. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss, and R. B. Bird, "Molecular Theory
of bGases and Liquids," corrected ed., p. 545. Wiley, New York, 1964.
The van der Waals b constant is taken to be VJ3.

2-CN-4 Transport Phenomena; Phenomenological Equations
There are some aspects to the transport phenomena which provide an important
illustration of the workings of the scientific method.
We start with an empirical observation, or law, which in this case is of the form
rate of
rate of momentum
rate of mass
rate of heat

transport
transport
transport
transport

=
=
=
=

(constant)(driving force),
(^(velocity gradient),
( ^ ( c o n c e n t r a t i o n gradient),
(/^(temperature gradient).

^

'
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The driving force in each instance is given by a gradient of an intensive property:
velocity, concentration, or temperature. The quantity transported is an extensive
property closely related to the intensive one: momentum, mass, or heat. Rate
processes generally obey this form, particularly in systems not too far from equili
brium; the detailed elaboration of this observation by Lars Onsager won him a
Nobel prize.
Second, having observed empirically that a relationship of the type of Eq. (2-78)
is approximately obeyed by systems generally, and appears to be exactly obeyed
under some limiting condition, one then uses the equation as a defining equation
for the proportionality constant 17, <^,or κ. The equations involve only macroscopic
properties of the system and are thus phenomenological in nature. The définitions
are unambiguously phrased in terms of experiment and are thus operational
definitions (see Bridgman, 1946). The scientific method provides this procedure for
defining quantities exactly without having to first supply any kind of theoretical
explanation.
We have a similar situation with the ideal gas law. As a limiting law, we have the
phenomenological statement that PV = constant for any gas at a given
temperature and in fact used this to define an absolute temperature scale.
N o w the statement PV/T = R is not exactly correct for a real gas. One could
proceed by tabulating " i ? " values for real gases under various conditions. It is, of
course, more convenient to use instead the deviation from unity of the compressi
bility factor PV/RT, or to use a virial expansion. A similar situation applies to
transport phenomena. The defining equations (2-78) are not ordinarily obeyed
exactly. Thus diffusion rates generally depend not just on the concentration
gradient, but also on the actual level of concentration. As with the compressibility
factor, we must report values of 77, @9or κ for a specified state of the gas.
The task of theory is then not only to explain the limiting laws but also to predict
how the coefficients which they define should vary with the state of the system.

2-CN-5 Verification of the Kinetic Molecular Theory
The kinetic molecular theory is so well established that it may seem unnecessary
to even raise the matter of its validity. However, the question of what is meant by
the "validity" of a theory has subtleties which are worth illustrating in the present
context.
A theory will always start with some sort of model. The model may be a physical
picture; it may be a set of mathematical premises (as in wave mechanics). The first
question to ask about a theory is whether there is evidence that the model is
qualitatively correct. In the case of the kinetic molecular theory, we do have much
evidence that matter comes in small units or molecules and, from the time-of-flight
experiments mentioned earlier, that the molecules of a gas do have a velocity
distribution.
The second question is whether the theory leads to the correct form or param
etric dependence of the quantity treated. That is, does it give the phenomenolo
gical limiting law and does it give the observed approximate dependence of the
coefficient in question on the state variables of the system ? Again, kinetic molecular
theory meets the test. It leads to relationships matching the defining equations for
the various transport processes and correctly predicts the approximate dependence
of 77, @, and κ on the state of the gas. It has been mentioned, for example, that one
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of the early triumphs of kinetic molecular theory was its prediction that viscosity
should be independent of pressure.
The third, and in this discussion, final question to be asked of a theory is whether
it predicts precisely how the theoretically derived quantity or coefficient varies with
conditions. It is here that theories generally fail—even the best ones—presumably
because the model is not adequate in detail.
Kinetic molecular theory, as developed in terms of the hard-sphere model, is no
exception. Thus, as illustrated by the data of Table 2-4, the values of σ from vis
cosity and from diffusion measurements are not exactly the same. The theoretical
parametric dependence is not exactly obeyed either. Equation (2-64) requires that
viscosity be independent of pressure and although this is true of dilute gases, it
1 2 ones. The equation further predicts that viscosity should
ceases to be so for dense
3
be proportional to Γ / and this is not quite correct,
even for dilute gases. Thus 3
the
viscosity of oxygen at 200 Κ is 1.48 X 1 0 " Ρ and at 800 Κ is 4.12 X 1 0 " P,
considerably more than twice as much.
Such defects may be handled by recognizing that molecules do experience mutual
attraction. By adding a suitable attractive potential, but still assuming hard spheres,
Sutherland obtained the equation

^ =

T+wr

(2

-

79)

where S is an empirical constant. Equation (2-79) is quite successful in fitting
viscosity data.
The yet more sophisticated modern approach is to use a detailed potential
function for both attractive and repulsive forces, including, for diatomic and
polyatomic molecules, a dependence on the relative orientation of approaching
molecules. By now, the mathematical problems have become formidable and
approximate computational methods have to be used.
In effect, one says at this point that the theory is exactly correct and that any
quantitative defects can in principle be corrected by a suitably elaborate potential
function. This is the terminal stage of development of a major theory. Its validity
is taken for granted, and effort is concentrated on refinements of the model and
on ways of avoiding mathematical approximations. What, then, is meant by the
"validity" of a theory? Let the reader answer!

SPECIAL TOPICS
2-ST-l Use of a Lennard-Jones Potential Function
It was mentioned in the preceding Commentary and Notes section that more
elaborate treatments of transport phenomena make use of a potential function
that allows for attractive forces, such as the widely used Lennard-Jones function
described in the Special Topics section of Chapter 1. The function is [Eq. (1-70)]
# 0

=
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where the first term represents the attractive part of the potential and the second
that of the repulsive part. Thus molecules are considered also to be somewhat
"soft" in that the repulsion rises rapidly but not infinitely rapidly as two molecules
come to within their collision diameter σ. Equation (1-70) is plotted in Fig. 1-16, in
which are given the two characteristic quantities σ and </>*. As a reminder, σ is now
the internuclear separation at which φ is just zero and </>* is the value of φ at the
potential energy minimum.
In the more advanced treatment [see, for example, Hirschfelder et al (1964)], it
is necessary to consider in detail the trajectories of approaching molecules for
various impact parameters b. As illustrated in Fig. 2-13, the impact parameter is
the minimum internuclear distance that a pair of approaching molecules would
reach were there no interaction between them. The figure also illustrates the point
that as a result of the attractive potential, molecule 2 may swing behind molecule 1
(taken as stationary) and thus be deflected. In the treatment of viscosity,
for example, we need detailed calculations to obtain the average momentum
exchange for all possible impact parameters, using the Lennard-Jones potential
function. This averaging integration has been carried out, and the result can be
expressed as a correction to Eq. (2-64):

where A(T) is this integral.
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FIG. 2-14. Viscosity parameter A(T) [Eq. (2-80)] as a function ofT*. (Data from J. O. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss, and R. B. Bird, "Molecular Theory of Gases and Liquids" corrected ed.
Wiley, New York, 1964.)

The function A(T) obeys the principle of corresponding states in that it may be
tabulated in terms of the reduced temperature Γ* = kT/φ*. A plot of A(T) versus T*
is given in Fig. 2-14. Actual viscosity data are now used in the calculation of the
values of <f>*/k and σ which give the best fit for a given gas, and some of these values
are collected in Table 2-5.
Example. Calculate the corrected viscosity for C 0 at 0 ° C . From Table 2-5 we find $*/k =
2
190 and hence T* = 273/190 = 1.44, and read from Fig. 2-14 that A{T) — 1.35. Also, from
Table 2-5, σ = 4.00 À and substitution into Eq. (2-64) gives

7

12

=
^EAI

2 3Γ(8.314

4
)(4
<00χ ( i o7- 8Γ) ( 6 . 0 2 3 Χ 10 ) L
= 1.86 χ 1 0 " P. 4

x 10 )(273.2)(44.01)]i/2
*

J

4

4 is 1.86 χ 10" / l . 3 5 or 1.38 x 1 0 " P, as compared to the experimental
The corrected viscosity
value of 1.42 χ 1 0 " P.
Note that A(T) is not a function of pressure or of gas density. This is because the
gas has been assumed to be sufficiently dilute that it is only during actual
bimolecular collisions that the potential function exerts an influence. Alternatively,
TABLE 2-5. Parameters for the Lennard-1
Jones Potential from Viscosity Coefficients'
Φ^/k

σ

Gas

(K)

(A)

Ar
Kr
N

124
190
91.5
113
137
190

3.42
3.61
3.68
3.43
3.82
4.00

2

o2

CH

4

co2

° From J. O. Hirschfelder, C. F. Curtiss,
and R. B. Bird, "Molecular Theory of
Gases and Liquids," corrected ed. Wiley,
New York, 1964.
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one is neglecting trimolecular collisions. Note also that the σ parameters of Table
2-5 are not quite the same as the corresponding ones given in Table 1-6. The latter
were obtained when a Lennard-Jones potential treatment was fitted to the observed
second virial coefficients of the gases. This discrepancy illustrates the point that even
the more advanced treatments are approximate and retain a semiempirical aspect.

2-ST-2 Collision Frequencies
and Mean Free Paths for Mixtures
112 of Section 2-7, as applied t o a mixture of112
We elaborate here on the material
i = 1 or 2, a n d Z { 2 =
2V2al2^kTl^12
) .
gases 1 a n d 2. Let Z / = 4ai%nkTlmi) ,
There are four kinds of molecular collision frequencies :

n

=n

^1(1)

^l' i '

f

^2(2) — ^ 2 2 ?

n

n

^1(2) — ^ 1 2 2 ,

(2-ol)

^2(1) — Z l 2 l .

There are then three kinds of bimolecular collision frequencies (collisions per unit
volume per second) :

2

2

Z n = iZ/iii ,

Z 22= | Z 2' n 2 ,

a n d Z 12(or Z 2 ) 1= Z ^ n ^ .

The total collision frequency is the sum of these three.
Mean free paths in a mixture may also be formulated. Thus λ1 = cJlZ^
+
Z 1 >]
a
n
d
λ
=
c
/[Z
(2)
+
Z
i
)
]
.
The
extension
to
mixtures
of
more
than
two
(2
2
2 2
2(
components is straightforward.
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EXERCISES
The student is reminded to make a consistent choice of units in carrying out the following
calculations. Take as exact numbers given to one significant figure.
2-1

Calculate the fraction of O amolecules per unit velocity interval, (l/N0) dN(u)/du, having
velocity u such that their kinetic energy in one dimension is equal to Α; Γ at 25°C. Repeat
the calculation in two and in three dimensions where, in each case, the velocity c is such
that the corresponding kinetic energy is kT at 25°C.
- 5
- 5
5
Ans.

0 . 5 2 7 χ Ι Ο , 1.87 χ Ι Ο , 2 . 1 1 χ ΙΟ" .
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_ 1 2-1, but taking the one-, two-, and three-dimensional
Repeat the calculations 5in Exercise
17
15
15
velocities to be 2 χ 1 0 c m s e c .
Ans. 8.792 χ 1 0 " , 1.5839 x 1 0 " , 9.081 χ 1 0 " .

2-3

Calculate the values of c , c, and the root mean square velocity for argon gas at (a) 25°C
p
4
4
4
and (b) 200°C.
4Ans. (a) 3.523
4 x 10 , 3.975 χ4 10 , 4.315 x 10
1
and (b) 4.438 χ 10 , 5.008 x 10 , and 5.435 x 10 (all in cm sec" ).

2-4

Consider N gas at 77 Κ and 0.1 atm pressure. Calculate (a) c, (b) n, (c) Ζ in moles per
2
square centimeter per second hitting a surface, and (d) Z in grams per square centimeter
m
4
18
3
per second hitting a surface.
2
2
Ans. (a) 2 412 x 10 cm s e c " ( b ) 9.532 χ 1 0 molecules c m " ,
(c) 0.09545 mole c m " sec" (d) 2.674 g c m " sec"

2-5

2 N molecule that strikes the surface sticks and each N
From Exercise 2-4, if every
2
2
molecule occupies 16 Â , how long should it take for an initially clean surface to be 1 %
1
0
covered with nitrogen?
Ans. 1.087 χ 1 0 " sec.

8 2
1
2-6 An evacuated bulb has a pinhole o f l x 1 0 ~ m area. How many moles of air ( M =
av
29 g mole- ) should leak into the bulb per minute at 25°C?
3
1
Ans.
2-7

An astronaut's spacesuit has a pinhole leak. If the suit contains air of normal composition,
what should be the composition of the gas escaping into space from the pinhole, according
to Graham's law?

e
2-8

2-9

2

Ans.

2

Ans.

2-13

2-15

1

For good insulation the pressure in the evacuated space of a Dewar or thermos flask
should be reduced to the point that the mean free path is greater than the distance between
6 of air be at 25°C if the mean free path is to equal 0.5cm?
the walls. What should the pressure
1.336 x 10 ~ atm. (We estimate from Exercise 2-9 that a

- 11

av is 3.70 Â.)

Calculate the mean free path of argon gas at 1 0 atm (an obtainable pressure under modern
5
ultrahigh-vacuum conditions) and 0°C, taking σ to be 3.64 Â .
Ans.

6.32 χ 10 cm.

-1 of air at 0°C is 1.71 χ 10~ P. What should the volume flow rate of air be,
The viscosity
in liter s e c through a capillary tube 10 m long and 0.1 mm in radius if the pressure drop
4
1
is 15 atm?
Ans. 3.490 x 1 0 " liter s e c ' .
Calculate σ

4 2-12.
Λνfor air using information supplied in Exercise
Ans.

2-14

2.837 χ 1 0 - m .

4.452 χ 10 mole c m " s e c .

4

2-12

18.96% oxygen.

Calculate the frequency of 0 - N collisions in air at 25°C. Take the collision diameters
2 2
to be 3.61 Â for O and 3.75 Â for N .
4
3
-

Ans.
2-11

Ans.

2

Calculate λ in meters for N at 250 Κ and 2 x 10 Ν m ~ pressure. Take a = 0.37 nm.
ft

z

2-10

2.860 x 1 0 " mole min" .

3.762 Â. (We use 1.71 χ ΙΟ" Ρ as the viscosity of air at 0°C.)

1Calculate the self-diffusion coefficient for helium at STP taking σ to be 2.18 Â. Also cal
1 viscosity and the thermal conductivity coefficient taking C to be 3.00 cal Κ
culate-the
2
1
4
4v
1
1
1
mole .
Ans. ^ = 1.059 c m sec" , η = 1.$92 χ 1 0 " P, *=1.418 x 1 0 " cal Κ " c m " sec" .
Referring to Exercise 2-14 for data, how far should a helium atom at STP diffuse in 1 sec?
How long should it take to diffuse 1 cm ?
Ans. 1.46 cm, 0.472 sec.
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PROBLEMS
Problems marked with an asterisk require fairly lengthy computations.
2-1

Extend the example of Table 2-1 to find the possible distributions and their probability
weights if we have 30 molecules with an average energy of 2 units per molecule.

2 - 2 * (a) Calculate W for each system of Table 2-1. (b) As a means of exploring a slightly
more realistic case, consider 20 molecules which may be distributed between states of
energy one, two, three, four, or five units. List the possible systems and calculate W for
each. Assume the average energy to be the same as in (a).
2-3

Calculate the exact value of c at the crossing point of the two distributions of Fig. 2-5.

2 - 4 * Calculate enough values of (l/N ) dN(c)/dc for methane at 100°C to make a reasonably
0
12/a graphical or an analytical method
accurate plot of probability versus velocity. Verify2by
that the plot is normalized. Locate c , c, and ( c ) on the plot.

p2

2-5

Make the change of variable Ε = \mc to derive from Eq. (2-29) the expression for the
fraction dN/N of molecules having energy in two dimensions between Ε and Ε + dE,
0
as a function of E. Calculate the fraction of molecules of a gas which have an energy equal
to or greater than ten times their average kinetic energy (which is 3 A: 772).

2 - 6 * Calculate and plot the one-, two-, and three-dimensional velocity distributions for He
gas at 100°C.

1112
2-7

Calculate c , c, and (c )

2-8

Calculate p(c) for c = c in the case of N gas at 25°C.

2-9

Derive the expressions for c and c for a two-dimensional gas.

2-10
2-11

2-12

2-13

p

for Ar gas at 100°C and at 1000°C.

2

2

Work Exercise 2-3 doing the entire calculation in SI units.

2 P. The flask has a pinhole which may be
Argon gas is present in a flask at 25°C and-4pressure
regarded as a cylindrical hole of 2 χ 1 0 cm area and 0.20 cm length. Calculate the rate
7 the process is one of (a) effusion and (b) diffusion,
of escape of the argon assuming that
and for Ρ = 1 atm and Ρ = 10~ atm. Express your answer in moles of gas per second.
4 ratio
2 of H to He at 100°C and 2 atm total pressure, and
A flask contains a 3:1 mole
2
has a pinhole of 1 x 10" c m area. Calculate (a) the total moles of gas escaping per
second and (b) the total mass of gas escaping per second.
Calculate the mass per second of C 0 striking each square centimeter of a leaf in air
2
containing C 0 at a partial pressure of 0.0010 atm at 25°C.

2

2 - 1 4 What quantity of heat in calories per centimeter length per second will be lost through
conduction by gas molecules by a filament 0.2 mm in diameter heated electrically to 200°C
in a light bulb containing argon at 0.01 mm pressure, the wall temperature of the bulb
being 25°C? [Note: This pressure may be assumed to be low enough so that gas molecules
travel from filament to wall and back again without hitting each other on the way. There
fore argon atoms hit the filament, then leave it with a kinetic energy corresponding to
200°C, and fly to the wall to be "cooled down" to 25°C. For steady-state conditions, the
rate of leaving the filament should be the same as the rate of hitting it.]
2-15

Calculate the collision frequency for H at STP. Take the collision diameter to be 2.5 Â.

2-16

Calculate the collision frequency for Cl at STP. Take the collision diameter to be 3.5 Â.

2

2
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2-17

Calculate the initial rate for the reaction H + Cl = 2 HC1 in an equimolar mixture
2
2
at STP assuming that reaction occurs with each collision (note Problems 2-15 and 2-16).
The reaction is actually quite slow; why might this be?

2-18

The collision diameter for argon is 3.64 Â. Calculate Z _ at STP. The average concentra
A A
rr- 31
tion of molecules which are in the act of colliding may be
estimated as given by their
collision frequency times the collision lifetime of about 1 0 sec. Calculate the frequency,
in moles of events per liter per second, with which such a collision pair will undergo colli
sion with an argon atom—that is, the frequency of triple collisions.

2-19

The coefficient for the interdiifusion of two chemical species is given by

3
®

lt

K

J

= 2.6280 χ 10- ±— —LI.—™
12

2

12

(cm sec" ),

where M denotes molecular weight. Deduce what the units of Ρ and σ must be and
12
calculate
for the interdiffusion of oxygen and nitrogen in air at STP.
2-20

Three of the experimentally measurable quantities listed in Table 2-2 may be combined as a
dimensionless product (or quotient). Find one such combination, calculate its theoretical
value, and compare with experiment.

2-21

2 the average volume occupied by a molecule can be regarded as a cylinder of
Show that
area irr (r being the actual molecular radius) and length 4V2A.

2-22

Calculate C for methane at STP from the data of Table 2-3.

2-23

The viscosity of H at STP is 8.40 x 10" P. Calculate the mean free path.

v

5

2

SPECIAL TOPICS P R O B L E M S
2-1

Calculate the viscosity of CH at 280 Κ using Eq. (2-82) and compare your result with the
4
experimental value.

2-2

The viscosity of Xe is 2.235 χ 10" P at 290 Κ and 3.954 χ 10~ P at 550 K. Devise a
trial and error method so as to calculate reasonably matching values of $*\k and σ.

2-3

Suppose we have an equimolar mixture of C H and C H D (species A and B, respectively)
4
3
at STP. Calculate Z and Z .
A
A(B) Explain if the answers are different. (The collision
diameter which is needed is implicit in the data of Table 2-3.)

2-4

We have a mixture of H and 0 at 25°C, the respective partial pressures being § atm
2
2
and i atm. Calculate the moles per liter per second of (a) H - H , (b) H - 0 , and (c)
2 2
2 2
0 - 0 collisions. Calculate also the average distance traveled by a hydrogen molecule
2 2
before making a collision with (d) another hydrogen molecule, (e) an oxygen molecule,
and (J) any molecule. The cross sections for H and 0 are 2.74 Â and 3.61 Â, respec
2
2
tively.

4

4
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